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Abstract: In order to increase the prevalence of wave energy converters (WECs), they must provide
energy at competitive prices, especially when compared with other renewable energy sources.
Thus, it is imperative to develop control system technologies that are able to maximize energy
extraction from waves, such that the delivered energy cost is reduced. An important part of a
model-based controller is the model that it uses. System identification techniques (SITs) provide
methodologies to get accurate dynamic models from input-output data. However, even though these
techniques are well developed in other application areas, they are seldom used in the context of
WECs. This paper proposes several strategies based on SIT to get a linear time-invariant model for a
three-body hinge-barge wave energy device using experimental data. The main advantage of the
model obtained with this methodology, against other methods such as linear potential theory, is that
this model remains valid even for relatively large waves and WEC displacements. Other advantages of
this model are its simplicity and the low computational resources that it needs. Numerical simulations
are carried out to show the validation of the obtained model against recorded experimental data.
Keywords: wave energy converters; system identification; wave energy; renewable energy
1. Introduction
Global concerns over climate change has resulted in new policies and regulations that have
stimulated the interest in alternative energy sources. In order to compete with other energy systems,
WEC systems have to overcome many challenges. One of these challenges is to absorb the maximum
time averaged power from the ocean, which can be greatly assisted by constructing effective dynamic
models and designing power-maximizing controllers. In [1,2], an overview is given about the state of
technology development for WEC models and control systems.
The efficacy of power-maximizing controllers is closely related to the fidelity of WEC dynamical
models that they use. WEC models can be classified mainly into three categories, depending on which
techniques are used to get the model (other generalized classifications can be found in [3]):
• White-box models. Based only on physical considerations, i.e., hydrodynamic modelling.
• Black-box models. Based only on SIT.
• Grey-box models. Combination of hydrodynamic modelling and SIT.
Hydrodynamic models, in the wave energy field, are generally based on linear potential theory
(LPT), which assumes inviscid fluid, irrotational flow, small waves and small body motion around the
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equilibrium point of linearisation. These models use Cummin’s equation [4], which is derived using
LPT and Newton’s second law:
(m + m∞)ẍ(t) +
∫ t
0
kr(t− τ)ẋ(τ)dτ + Shx(t) = f I (1)
where m∞ and m are the infinite frequency added mass and the mass of the system, respectively, kr is the
radiation impedance impulse response, Sh is the hydrostatic stiffness and f I = fm + fe + fu, with fm the
mooring forces, fe the excitation force from the fluid and fu the control force applied by a power take off
(PTO) system. x(t), ẋ(t) and ẍ(t) denote the body displacement, velocity, and acceleration, respectively.
In [5], an analytical (linear) approach for modelling multibody wave energy devices is presented.
The Newton–Euler equations, with eliminated constraints, are utilized to capture the rigid body dynamics
of the constrained multibody system. A recent study [6], presents two different analytical formulations to
describe the dynamics of multibody systems. The results are validated with experimental tests using a
three-body hinge-barge device as a case study. The same WEC is analyzed in [7], but this time, the authors
focus on the optimal control problem, which takes into account physical constraints.
Several studies have been reported to increase the accuracy of linear hydrodynamic models
by identifying some of their terms from experimental data, or by adding nonlinear terms (see [8]
and references therein). This determination of a subset of model parameters, within a given model
structure, leads to so-called grey-models. In addition, some studies have extended the use of SIT from
the identification of specific hydrodynamic terms to the entire dynamic model (black-box models),
see [8] for a more detailed review.
In [9], the authors discuss data processing and experimental design techniques based on general
system identification procedures. The data gathered from wave tank tests are used to produce multiple
models using different formulations to represent the dynamics of a heaving point absorber device.
A heaving point absorber device is also studied in [10]. Nonlinear models are identified from real
wave tank data in this proposition.
In [11], the authors analyze the three-float multi-mode wave energy converter M4 for structural
analysis and power capture. An experimental validation was carried out using irregular waves. It is
shown that the obtained linear model is very accurate. We should point out that the study presented
in [11] only uses wave excitation, while in the present paper, we use forced responses as well. This is
significant, since any nonlinearities are likely to be evoked by a combination of wave and PTO inputs,
rather than wave only.
A number of researchers have studied the derivation of WEC dynamic models using SIT. However,
most of them focus on single-body WECs and many use numerical wave tank (NWT) recorded data.
There are only a handful of studies that handle the case of multi-body WECs using NWT recorded
data. Models obtained using real wave tank (RWT) test recorded data are even rarer and, as in the
NWT case, they focus mainly on single-body WECs. The present work is a more comprehensive study
of the work reported in [12].
In this work, a complete (black-box) dynamic model for a three-body hinge-barge wave energy
device is derived using SIT and RWT recorded data. Several strategies are presented to get the
most accurate linear model. The main advantages of the obtained model are its simplicity, real-time
feasibility, and validity across a broad operating range. The derived model is tested on unseen data,
i.e., on a validation data set separate from that used for system identification.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The fundamentals of system identification
applied to wave energy devices are presented in Section 2. A detailed description of the case study of
this work is presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the main results of this paper. It details the
strategies developed to get the estimated linear model, while model validation is also discussed in this
Section. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to conclusions.
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2. System Identification Applied to Wave Energy Converters
The system identification methodology consists of the following steps [13]:
• “A parametric structure is chosen for the model,”
• “a suitable input signal, u(t) is synthesized and input to the experimental system,”
• “the input signal, u(t) and resulting output signal, y(t) are recorded,”
• “an identification algorithm is used to determine the optimal parameter vector, which minimizes
some error metric between the actual measured output y(t) and that produced by the identified
parametric model ŷ(t|θ).”
2.1. Time-Domain Data
The most usual way to identify models is by using input and output time-domain signals:
ZN = {u(1), y(1), . . . , u(N), y(N)}. A continuous-time linear time-invariant model can be written as
G(s, θ) =
b0sm + b1sm−1 + · · ·+ bm
sn + a1sn−1 + · · ·+ an
(2)
where s is the Laplace variable, and θ comprises the model parameters, i.e., θ = [b0 . . . bm, a1 . . . an].
The simulated output, for a particular set of parameters, can be defined as follows:
ŷ(t|θ) = G(p, θ)u(t) (3)
where p denotes the differentiation operator. The parameters are then estimated by minimizing a loss
function J(θ) (also denoted as the error metric) [8,14–17]:
θ̂N = arg min
θ
J(θ), (4)
where the error metric used in this work is the Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) [17]:





with y(tk) the discrete time measured output data, ȳ(tk) is its mean, and ŷ(tk|θ) is the discrete time
predicted response of the model. Other error metrics are the mean squared error (MSE), and the mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) [16].
2.2. Frequency-Domain Data
It is also possible to identify continuous-time (or discrete-time) transfer function models from
frequency domain data when the data are given in the frequency domain as Fourier transforms of their
time-domain counterparts (see [16] Section 7.7 and [14,18]). One approach to estimate continuous-time
transfer functions with frequency response measurements uses Sanathanan and Koerner (SK) and
instrumental variable (IV) iterations with orthonormal rational basis functions (OVFs). This technique
uses frequency response measurements of a MIMO system H(jωi) ∈ Cp×m for i = i, . . . , l. The goal is






where W(jωi) is an optional weighting function. Ĝo(s) = N(s)/d(s) is a rational function with
d(s) : C1 → C1 and N(s) : C1 → Cp×m. This algorithm is fully described in [18]. It can also handle
grey-box models, i.e., transfer functions with parameter constraints; these constraints can be fixed or
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bounded numerator or denominator coefficients, where the values of these coefficients can origin from
physical considerations. In that work, we can note that the identification procedure contrasts sharply
with the time-domain case, and additional issues may present in this methodology, such as numerical
issues, or lack of convergence to a local minimum. The work proposed in [18] aims to solve some of
these numerical issues.
Some studies propose the use of a frequency domain estimation methodology to identify
discrete-time transfer function models, for example in [19]. In that work, the authors estimate the
transfer function for a single-body WaveStar wave energy converter with a single rotational degree of
freedom. Then, using the identified model, an LTI energy maximizing controller is developed. In order
to do the system identification they used observed data taken from a numerical WEC-Sim model.
This observed data consists of five experiments, i.e., Wn = {D(1), . . . , D(n)}, with n = 5, where each
element corresponds to an experiment with an input signal with same shape (chirp signal) but different
amplitude, and its corresponding output signal. The Fourier transforms of each dataset (experiment)
input and output signals are computed (Un, Yn, respectively), and then the empirical transfer functions





where Ĥn is the nth empirical transfer function estimate (ETFE), Yn and Un are the frequency responses
of the nth dataset D(n) output and input signals, respectively. Then, the averaged frequency response












After that, the methodology described in [16] Section 7.7 and [18] is used to obtain the discrete-time
transfer function estimate Ĝo(jω), using the AFR H̄(jω) as primary data.
2.3. Wave Energy Data Sources
In the context of wave energy, the recorded data for system identification can be originated from
two sources: real wave tank tests and numerical wave tank simulations.
Some wave tank facilities consists of wave makers at one end of the wave tank, an absorbing
beach, placed at the other end of the wave tank, an adjustable depth floor, which can be set with
different depths, and a data logging setup to record the generated data. Figure 1 shows one of the two
ocean basins in the LiR National Ocean Test Facility in Cork, Ireland [20].
There are several techniques to implement NWT:
• Linear potential theory,
• nonlinear boundary-element methods (BEMs),
• smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH), and
• computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
LPTs are the most low-fidelity/high-speed methods, and this include frequency-domain,
Cummins equation time-domain and its extensions, such as the Nonlinear Forude–Krylov (NLFK)
approach. On the other hand, CFD are the most high-fidelity/low-speed methods [21], they offer fully
nonlinear hydrodynamic calculations by solving numerically the Navier–Stokes equations.
None of both RWT and NWT setups are perfect, they have advantages and disadvantages
inherent to their compositions. The disadvantages of both setups are explained below. Note that the
disadvantage of one setup is the advantage of the other setup.
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RWT disadvantages:
• “Significant cost and the need for a physical prototype” [13].
• Generally, prototypes are not full scale, which introduces scaling effects in the experiments [13].
• “Measurement errors are present” [8].
• For free surface elevation to body motion models, there may be limitations on the range of
excitation signals available [13].
• “Tank wall reflections may further limit the range and duration of viable tests” [13].
• The only way to constraint different modes of motion is with mechanical restraints, which can
add friction and alter the device dynamics [13].
NWT disadvantages:
• “All NWTs are implemented by utilizing mathematical models, which necessarily are an
approximation of the real system under study” [8].
• “Furthermore, the approximated equations utilized are resolved with numerical techniques,
which introduce additional numerical errors. As a result, a NWT simulation does not completely
correspond to the time-evolution of the real system” [8].
• “LPT-based NWTs assume small amplitude oscillations. This is a major limitation of this modelling
approach, since WECS are designed to operate over a wide range of sea conditions where large
amplitude motions will result from energetic waves or sustained wave/WEC resonance. At this
expanded amplitude range, the linearising assumptions are invalid, as nonlinear effects become
relevant” [13].
• “CFD-based simulations take excessively long time to perform the numerical computation of the
response. Typical computation times can be up to 1000 times the simulation time” [13].
Figure 1. Ocean basin in LIR National Ocean Test Facility in Cork, Ireland [20].
In this work, we use RWT tests to gather the data for the identification process. In Section 3,
a detailed description of the data logging setup is given.
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2.4. WEC Models
Figure 2 shows the forces applied to wave energy converters, it only takes into account excitation
and input forces. η is the free surface elevation, and hex(t) is the excitation force kernel, the rest of
signals are defined in Section 1. Depending on the forces applied to excite the system, it is possible
to obtain two different WEC models: free surface elevation (FSE) to body motion, and input force to
body motion.
In the FSE to body motion case, wave excitation experiments—which produce the fluid excitation
forces fe—are used to provide two time series vectors, one containing the FSE (the input) and the other
the body displacement (the output). In this identified model, the FSE at the body’s centre of mass is
considered as input. In this modeling methodology, the input signal is constrained by the laws of fluid
dynamics, i.e., an upper bound on the wave frequency content, for example.
Figure 2. Forces applied to wave energy converters.
In the input force to body motion case, PTO/control force experiments ( fu) are used to identify the
model. The two time series vectors produced by these experiments contain the input force (the input)
and the other the body displacement (the output). An almost total freedom over the choice of input
signal can be obtained with the input force experiments, the only limitation being the nature of the
force realisable by the PTO system [13].
In the present work, we use the input force to body motion approach, where the input force is
given by the PTO system fu, while the excitation and the mooring forces are zero, i.e., fe = 0 and
fm = 0, respectively. The main advantage of using this forced (PTO) response approach is that it allows
considerably more freedom in the choice of input signal to be applied to the system and can elicit
responses and fluid structure interactions beyond those achievable with wave excitation alone. In this
regard, “it is important to ensure that the input signal covers the frequency range of interest and that
input power is applied to the parts of the spectrum where the identified model is required to perform
well” [13]. In addition, the input signal should cover the representative amplitude range of normal
operation, so that a representative linear model [22] is achieved, rather than one which is based only
on small-signal analysis.
3. Case Study
The system under study was a three-body hinge-barge wave energy converter. Figure 3 shows
the hinge-barge (HB) device which consists of the fore, central and aft bodies, two linear motors with
255 N max. force manufactured by LinMot, two load cells connected to the motors to measure the
applied forces, and two rotary encoder sensors to measure the relative angles between the fore and
central, and aft and central, bodies. The experiments were conducted by applying a set of excitation
signals to each motor, separately, and recording the angles of both encoders. The experimental tests
were carried out in one of the two ocean basins in the LIR National Ocean Test Facility in Cork,
Ireland. The data logging setup is shown in Figure 4. It consist of rotary encoder and load cell
sensors, a data acquisition system (DAS), a main computer to control the DAS, and another computer
to control the originated waves. The dimensions of the wave tank were 25 m × 15 m × 1 to 2.5 m
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deep. The wave tank was equipped “with 80 hinged force feedback paddles capable of a peak wave
generation condition of Hs = 0.16 m, Tp = 1.4 s and Hmax = 0.32 m, making it suitable for circa. 1/50
scale operational conditions. The paddles are placed on two sides of the basin with making wave
direction adjustable by more than 100 degrees. It had a general depth of 1 m with a 11.2 m × 10 m
deep section equipped with a movable floor plate to allow the water depth to be adjusted between
1 and 2.5 m depth. Active or passive wave absorption was present allowing improved wave condition
and shorter settling time” [20].
Figure 3. CAD rendering of the three-body hinge-barge wave energy converter.
The main computer uses dSPACE to compile the models and to control the DAS.
The HB device belongs to the attenuator class of devices. Other hinge barge devices include the
M-Ocean [23], M4 device [24] as well as other devices which achieved some degree of deployment such
as Seapower [25] deployed in Galway bay 2016, the McCabe Wave Pump (deployed in the Shannon
estuary in 1996) and perhaps, most famously, the Pelamis device [26].
Indeed, the three-bodied device in this study is the direct descendant of the original McCabe
Wave Pump. The original McCabe wave pump consisted of three rectangular steel pontoons hinged
together across their beam. “The pontoons move relative to each other with the waves. A damper plate
is attached to the central pontoon, which ensures that it stays still as the fore and aft pontoons move
relative to the central pontoon by pitching about the hinges. Energy is extracted from the rotation about
the hinge points by linear hydraulic pumps mounted between the central and two outer pontoons
near the hinges” [27].
Hinge-barge WECs, being attenuators, are particularly suited to areas where waves are relatively
unidirectional, such as estuaries, etc. The work reported in the paper is based on the continuation
of a project in conjunction with the Wave Energy Corporation of America, who are developing a
hinge-barge device. Therefore, the available prototype device was specifically a hinge-barge form.
The relevance of this type of WECs is important since “they have been proved to have the highest
wave energy conversion efficiency and good survivability for a given volume of machine without
having to rely on fixed frames of reference” [28].
The current 1:20 scale device was built by the Wave Energy Conversion Corporation of America
(WECCA) (who also submitted a 1:50 scale model for the wave energy prize [29]. The device was
significantly modified as part of the current BenchWEC project with the addition of two PS01-37x120F-HP-C
LinMot motors so that advanced modelling and control techniques could be investigated.
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Figure 4. Wave tank and data logging setup.
4. Results
The model structure chosen for the identification process is a continuous-time linear time invariant
structure. This is the simplest model structure; nevertheless, it has significant precedent due to the
number of linear controllers for WECs available in the literature. As stated in Section 2, the input
excitation signal should cover the complete range of frequencies and amplitudes of normal system
operation in order to get a model with an ability to generalise well. In [13], the authors discuss the
specification of the system input signal. They propose three different signals which can be used for
specific purposes, i.e., chirp, random amplitude random period (RARP) and multisine signals, and give
the desired properties of the input signal in each case:
• “Good coverage of the frequencies where the system has a significant non-zero frequency response,”
• “good coverage of the full input and output signal ranges (if the system is nonlinear),” and
• “economic use of the test time.”
In this work, wave excitation tests were conducted to get the natural resonance frequency of the
HB device, and this information was used to establish the operational range of frequencies of the
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device. A set of chirp signals was used for input excitation, with a linear frequency sweep from 0.5 to
8 rad/s, and five different amplitudes:
IES = {37, 53, 85, 102, 134} N. (9)
The chirp signals used as inputs in the system identification process are the signals measured by
the load cells in the hinge-barge device as described in Section 3.
Five different datasets were recorded using each (measured) input signal in the IES set:
Wn = {D(1), . . . , D(n)}, (10)
with n = 5, where each element D(·) corresponds to an experiment with an input signal defined by
IES, and its corresponding output signal. The Fourier transforms of the input and output signals in
each dataset are computed (Un, Yn, respectively), in order to estimate the empirical transfer functions
of each experiment (see Equation (7)).
Figure 5 shows a chirp signal with an 85 N amplitude.












Figure 5. Chirp signal with frequency swept from 0.5 to 8 rad/s and 85 N amplitude.
4.1. Data Preprocessing
Experimental data may have flaws of several types, such as uncalibrated sensors (offsets), leading
and/or trailing null information (for synchronization purposes), different sample periods between
inputs and outputs, non-constant sample period in the same input and/or output set, and missing
information (due to other demanding tasks in the operating system); thus, it is necessary to do some
data preprocessing to alleviate these problems to the greatest extent possible. Figure 6 shows some of
the problems found in the recorded data for the HB WEC.
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Graph (a) in Figure 6 shows the angle measurements in the aft barge sensor with a chirp input
signal of 85 N amplitude applied to the aft linear motor. In graph (b) of the same figure, there are two
segments of missing information in the force measurements of the fore body. The input excitation is a
chirp signal with an amplitude of 53 N applied to the fore linear motor. Each segment has missing
information of around one second duration.




















Figure 6. Typical dropouts found in the experimental data. (a) Aft Angle Sensor—85 Newtons; (b) Fore
Force Sensor—53 Newtons.
4.2. Linear Model Estimation
The first step in the model identification process was to establish if the system can be approximated
with a linear model as opposite to a nonlinear model. In this respect, the ETFE of each experiment
dataset was calculated as shown in Equation (7). Figure 7 shows the Bode plots of the frequency
response for each ETFE. Since each ETFE is an MIMO model, this figure shows an array of plots where
each plot shows the frequency response (amplitude and phase) of one I/O pair. The input signals are
the aft and fore force signals, and the output signals are the aft and fore angle signals. The units of the
amplitudes are in decibels (dB), and the units of the phases are in degrees (deg). It can be noticed that
the models have a similar frequency response, except for some of the smaller input signal amplitudes,
i.e., 37 and 53 N. This is due to the lower signal-to-noise ratios for these signals.
In order to get an accurate linear model, several identification strategies were used. They are
described as follows.
1. Model identified using frequency-domain SIT and averaged frequency response (FDAFR).
See Figure 8a.
• Calculate the ETFE as shown in (7) for each dataset in Wn (see Equation (10)).
• Compute the averaged frequency response of all of the ETFEs.
• The model is identified by using frequency domain SIT that employs the averaged frequency
response as the primary data input (see [16] Section 7.7 and [14,18]).
Note that this is the same methodology as employed in [19].
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2. Model identified using time-domain SIT and a global estimate (TDGE). See Figure 8b.
• Estimate (identify) the continuous transfer function for each dataset in Wn using time-domain
SIT.
• Compute a global estimate using the covariance matrices of each estimated transfer function
to get a weighted mean parameter vector.
3. Model identified using time-domain SIT and merged data (TDMD). See Figure 8c.
• Merge the data for all the recorded input and output signals.
• Estimate the continuous transfer function with these merged data, using the time-domain
SIT described in Section 2.1. When estimating the transfer function in this way, the prediction
error vector is formed over the entire collection of experiments, assigning equal weight to
observations in each experiment, i.e., the identification is done using all the input and output
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Figure 7. Empirical transfer function estimates.
Each identification strategy produces a transfer function matrix (TFM) Ĥi(s) ∈ Rpxq(s),
with i = 1, 2, 3, and p = q = 2, where each element in the matrix corresponds to a transfer












where ˆdenotes an estimate, Yx and Ux are the Laplace transforms of the output and input signals,
respectively. Subscripts A and F stand for aft and fore bodies, respectively.
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The optimal transfer function order was achieved by using the parsimony principle, which states
that “the model should contain the smallest number of free parameters required to represent the true
system adequately” [30]. The best results were obtained using four poles and three zeros for each
transfer function in (11), i.e.,
Ĝx(s) =
b0s3 + b1s2 + b2s + b3
s4 + a1s3 + a2s2 + a3s + a4
.
The fit criterion is calculated using the NRMSE metric:
Fit = 100(1− NRMSE) (12)
Fit is a percent value and varies between −∞ (poor fit) to 100 (perfect fit) [17].
Figure 8. Strategies for linear identification of a WEC model. (a) Frequency-domain and averaged
frequency response—FDAFR. (b) Time-domain and global estimate—TDGE. (c) Time-domain and
merged data—TDMD.
The fit criterion (12) is used to compare the accuracy of each identification strategy. It is given as
a 2× 2 matrix where each percent value corresponds to the fit metric for each transfer function element
in (11).
Table 1 shows the fitting percent for each strategy. In the first strategy case, the identification was
made with the AFR H̄(jω) data as it is shown in Figure 8a; thus, the Fit values consist of a single matrix
∈ R2×2. In the second case, the identification was made with each dataset in Wn (see Equation (10));
thus, the Fit values consist of five matrices ∈ R2×2. As it is shown in Figure 8c, the identification took
into account each dataset in Wn at the same time; therefore, the Fit values consist of five matrices
∈ R2×2. We can note that the FDAFR strategy delivers the poorest results. Therefore, it can be inferred
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that the FDAFR strategy is not well suited for WEC MIMO linear models. TDGE strategy delivers
good individual results as can be seen in Table 1. However, when merging the models, the global
estimate is not so good because the TDGE strategy is very sensitive to significant differences in the
covariance matrices of each individual model. This is the case for this particular WEC; thus, the global
estimate is ill-conditioned. The Fit values shown for the TDMD strategy are the error metrics using
each input signal in the set IES, and its corresponding output signal given by the identified model
against the real output signals given by the recorded datasets D1, . . . , D5. As can be noted, the TDMD
strategy gives accurate results for almost all the input-output data.
Table 1. Fit values for each identification strategy.
Input-Output AFR H̄(jω) /








































Figure 9 shows the AFR H̄(jω) signal and the Bode plots for each identification strategy. It is clear
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Figure 9. Average frequency response (AFR) H̄(jω) and identified transfer functions Ĝ0(jω) for
each strategy.
Table 2 shows the average of the five (see Equations (9) and (10) Fit matrices for the TDMD
strategy. The lower bound is above 74% and the best value is above 80%.
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The identified transfer function matrix given by the TDMD strategy is shown as follows.
Ĥ3(s) =


















Since the models obtained with the first and the second strategies are ill-conditioned, only the
model obtained with the third strategy was validated against a chirp signal with the same frequency
sweep but with 69 N amplitude. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the experimental data
output and the identified model output. It can be seen that the Fit value is above 84%. Table 1 shows
the Fit values of the simulated responses for each input excitation signal in the set IES. It can be noticed
that the simulated response for the 37 N input signal is not precise, due to small signal-to-noise ratio.
































Figure 10. Comparison of modelled and experimental system using a input chirp signal with 69 N
amplitude. (a,c) aft and fore angles, respectively. (b,d) zoom to the resonance part for aft and fore
angles, respectively.
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5. Conclusions and Future Research Directions
A linear model was obtained using system identification techniques based on experimental data.
In order to do the identification, it was necessary to preprocess the data first. Several strategies were
developed to get an accurate linear model. Merging the models obtained with each input-output
test data into a global estimate did not give good results because the single models have significant
differences in their covariance matrices. It was found that merging the data of all the recorded input
and output signals, and then estimating the transfer function with these data, gives the best results.
The identified model was validated against a chirp signal with a different amplitude.
The simulated response of the estimated linear model has a fidelity of 84% with this new signal.
Future research directions include the development and experimental tests of linear controllers
using the linear model developed in this work.
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